92 rows. Cossacks hidden in courtyards rode into the
street and broke up the procession. Little sections of
it escaped and marched here and there, down various
important streets of the city. When it was finally over,
there were eleven men killed and forty wounded.
Technically it wasn't carried out very well. It was
more an expression of naivete than of strength, but it
had results far out of proportion to the numbers en-
gaffed and their efficiency. It was the first demonstra-
o   o	v
tion against czardom since 1864 and as such it at-
tracted widespread attention. It was not without conse-
quence on the immediate matter in hand—Russia or-
dered no mobilization in Warsaw, the only large city in
the empire to be exempt.
People discussed the demonstration and argued hotly
about it. Some of the P. P. S. were against it. All the
peace-and-harmony-at-any-price men were indignant and
began a feverish agitation in the press and in the
churches for a loyal mobilization. There were no other
such demonstrations anywhere in Poland.
Active fighters for independence had almost disap-
peared, now that a whole generation had grown up
since 1863. Pilsudski wanted to create such a group,
ten years before 1914, to be ready to take advantage of
whatever political and economic circumstances might
arise. Plac Grzybowski made the people a little accus-
tomed to the idea of fighting, they had to get used to
death. For Pilsudski it was a final break with passivity,
the crossing of the line between dreams and definite,
tragic action. Some people date his greatness from this
time.
He found the P. P. S. grown stronger and he now
took up in earnest the organization of a militant section
which they named Bojowka (Bo-yof-kah). It began
with a little, untrained group that defended their meet-
ings. Soon it carried on in army fashion. For months
it worked against the wishes of some of the party.

